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Ideas for story two 

Number Done Flashbacks  
D1 Y Running around free on earth 

D2 Y Trapped in a sealed compartment 

D3 Y Living in a small world 

D4 Y No future 

D5 Y Fall into a search for meaning 

D6 Y Song of the universe 

D7 Y First time out with Serra 

D8 Y Prayer session at song of the universe, a vision, rests on the floor and partner covers him 

D9 Y A virtual lesson on Earth 

D10 Y Running into I at late night party aboard ship 

I1  I starts mutiny 

I2  A kills everyone on board 

I3  I sets up program that erases the events for next generation  

I4 Y Before Stephens Institute, spying on friend and getting stuck in a closet, while friend talks about how 
robotic she is 

I5 Y Monitoring A and Do during Remember, following them, cam, stalking, dreaming  

I6 Y After she dies by Claire's hand in Remember, minimal s-tech revives here in morgue after near death 
for days, wakes up cold, sore, and dead tired, waits for pickup by illegal bot, travels for days to DIT 
facility  

I7 Y Jumping from 300,000 feet, 300 sec drop, feeling euphoric after 

I9  Return after death, wanting anything to change. 

I10  Recognizing Do is Conor, as he boards train with A 

I11  Y Taking psychedelic, loose association, no control, impossible sights and feelings, focus 

I12 Y Rachel an extremely devoted violinist that enjoys turning off gravity for practice (daughter) 

I13 Y Rachel's sister Mary craves attention so she has antagonistic relationship with sister and alltime rebel 

I14 Y Tom (son) closet romantic that presents daydreaming  

I15 Y Trish can't sleep anywhere but clone body chamber after treatment for childhood rad exposure 

I16 Y Trevor bookworm that detests physical activity and would starve without force feeding as they joke 

M1  Various women are found murdered after being raped while tied up 

M2  They track down the culprit, a mild mannered husband.   

M3  They figure out something added something to his memory imprint. 

M4  Everyone on ship has this condition.  

M5  Everyone becomes a violent criminal except I because of history.  

M6  I decides to put everyone on a new memory dampening biodrug for her safety (debatable for her). 

M7 Y Dinner with inmates especially Do 

M8  Prisoner escape and I vents atmosphere  
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M9  Everyone emerges for the new cycle and piece together that the fault was corrected before the new 
cycle  

M10 Y Autopsy victims  

O3   A deadly pathogen escaped the biolab through accidental fall on lab table, blood born with no cure, 
viral 

O4  Some second transmission method develops and mutation  

O5  Search for cure that requires genetic mod.  

O6  Can't find anything for cure after infection, just prevention of current mutation 

O2 Y Outbreak and A dies 

O7  I gets sick 

O1 Y/n Inslee borrowing alex’s body during outbreak, A's body is ready, I is needed 

O8  Quarantine rest of ship from med bay  

O9  Do wants A back so much he kisses I in A body, while half asleep 

O10  A drugs Do and he doesn't remember  

O11  Design custom search and destroy cell 

O12  Too late for I to surive 

O13  Do lives alone for years before it becomes too much, self-medication, overdose 

O14 Y A feels distanced from Do 

W1  Y Vid of waxer attack  

W2  Meeting the leader of waxers (a waxy capsule that his tentacles ending in bony spikes, hive behavior, 
form human body from many individual members and electronic head.) 

W3  Asking waxers permission for every settlement  

   
1 Y Inslee kissing dominic for a flashback memory transfer 

2 Y Dominic and alex scanning sons memory for reloading after reaching new home 

3 Y Birthing chamber 

   
5 Y Take off day 

6 Y Space pirates  

7 Y Developing tech for building colony 

8 Y Landing and disembark from immmr 

9 Y Deciding to get jobs after arriving 

10 Y Tapped for space mission  

11 Y Sparing between alex and dominic  

12 Y Wedding  

13 Y Inslee getting new id 

14 Y Landing along the way 

15 Y  Competition among mission recruits for I, A, and Do including vessel dev and building dev  

16 Y I’s bad breakup with Winters 

17 Y I watches the Wedding for posterity  

18 Y A plays tricks with Do by  smuggling one twin away while Do looks for the other 

19 Y A and Do search for Tyler and find him with I swimming  
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20  Y A and Do's daughter Crystal smuggles fertility drug and has Stephanie  

21 Y A becomes surrogate for Crystal's baby 

22 Y A spends one year in the wild after college  

   
24 Y A goes through rehabilitation  

25 Y Do killing I but not really sure 

26 Y Genetic mods 

27 Y Do realizes everyone he knew from 2017 died centuries ago without much impact 

28 Y Do broaches suicide aboard the Immmr, threatening jumping out 

29 Y Someone from DIT comes to retrieve A, darted with bone snap, runs, femur breaks, Do takes him 
down 

30 Y A knocking I down with a punch after she kissed Do 

31 Y Do remembers every death and funeral along the way 

32 Y A and Do enter song of the universe for the first time 

33 Y A learns more and joins, how a prayer feels 

34 Y Meeting DIT first time, follow them back for a meet. 

35 Y Self defense class, unarmed combat, some generation  

   

37 Y Experiences movie, A and Do watch something that makes them the stars of a make your own movie, 
surreal, beauty beyond compare 

 

Plot 
Arrive on VII 
I, A, and Du go to different worlds and become more than human 
A returns after exploding options 
Du runs into I when learning about her people on III 
A and Do get uncut vid of son disappearing  
A finds Du's new world through stolen transport crystal from IV, Do and her arrive on the harsh surface 
Security finds where Du is, travel there through wormhole, capture Du in hope of super weapon 
I rescues Du for an informant 
I defects to VI with Du 
A and Do find I there 
A gets vision of destruction  
A calls meeting for them to talk, not sure if it's already too late 
A represents IV, I returns to II cured but with imitation of addiction after meeting, Du for VI 
I contemplates taking away blood magic but finds another solution.  Security uses the weapon and razes planet, 
threatens more usage 
Team up and stop security forces 
A gets Do to distribute her blood across IV after she dies 
I stays on II after leader dies, Du stays on VI 
The proposers role unveiled, just wanted apprentice 
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Planets 
I:  Swiss cheese world Excess water from comets, 

depressions left behind 
Crumbly surface 
except mountains 

Higher gravity  

Helion (II): Iron 
filing tech 

Iron oxide dust No surface water except 
oceans and plant hearts 

Rains nearly always Temps 80-120 F 

III: insect hive 
tech 

Low gravity : Low air pressure  Massive underground 
caverns  

High mountains  

Verdant Green 
(IV): fungal 
myelin tech 

Sentient plants cover 
all land and sea 

Temperate everywhere  Man made structures 
always get destroyed  

Equanimity 
(VP: silicate 
suspension  

Two co-dependent 
moons of brown dwarf  

One icy moon, other wind 
blown sand from stone  

Meet up twice a year, 
exchange water for 
resources 

No natives 

Solstice (VI): 
sun reflection 
tech 

Tidally locked Harsh winds People live 
underground  

Equinox (VI)I: 
mind 
interface/bio 
tech  

Temperate Binary Earth-like Radioactive 
Surface for rapid 
evolution 

 

 

 

   Groups Powers 
Colonists  IUltraviolet Vision   Blood sage Addictive personality  
 Telepathy    Illusion strength  
 Mental whirring   Very powerful alone 
 Pain response   Remote viewing  
 Sensory volume   Males don't have power 
     
   Plant Pleaser Blacken plants 
    Plant control 
    Physical magic strength  
    Intuitive with the future 
    Endurance  
 

Jobs Crew names Description 
Captain  Tatiana Clark Dark hair, green eyes, sculpted features, round jutting out chin, bell 

nose 
Navigator  Fredrick Schlender Brown hair, deep brown eyes, pointy chin, angular nose 
Pilot Anika Orenstein  Light brown Hair, light blue eyes, wide face, plain round chin, more 

masculine,   
Pilot Emily Orenstein  Light brown Hair, light blue eyes, wide face, plain round chin, more 

feminine  
Environmental Engineer  Alex Newlo Medium brown hair, medium blue eyes, sculpted features, plain 

round chin  
Environmental Engineer  Raka Iyer Black hair, deep brown eyes, round jutting chin 
Medical Dominic Borgstrom Dark hair, slim nose, green eyes, slightly sharp chin 
Medical  Inslee Carpenter  Red hair, plain face, green eyes, cleft chin 
Security Phillip Liang Bushy black hair, ruddy face, pointy chin, epicanthic fold 
Security  Douglas Ramirez  Medium coarse black hair, coffee colored eyes, round chin cheeks 
Security    
Security    
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Time Attack 
before 
arrival 

Arrival day First day Second 
day 

Third day After Du 
disappear 

The second 
day after 

Duncan: A 
self-
centered 
private 
prick scared 
of showing 
weakness 
 

 
 

Sleeping in 
memory 
 

Wake up, 
recover, 
listen to 
music 
 

Date 
 

Shower, leaves 
for planetary 
apprenticeship, 
drops to surface  
 

Teleported 
to VI via 
crystal 
magic 
 

Wakes up 
on new 
world, can't 
escape, 
meets jailer 
and left to 
think 
 

Dominic: A 
stubborn 
realist that 
doesn't 
appreciate 
what he has 
and looks 
for external 
validation. 
Well 
balanced 
emotions  
 

Inventory, 
securing 
injured 
and non-
secured, 
treating 
injured 
after 
attack 
 

Medical pod 
secure, landing 
with A watched 
by I, deal with 
injuries 
 

Treat 
son, talk 
with him 
at 
quaters, 
15 (vessel 
dev) 
 

8 Immmr 
memory, 
10 
mission 
memory,  
running 
into I 
 

Watches A 
mediate, get to 
work 9 (jobs), 
sees patient with 
growth of 
flooring plant, 
gets call from A, 
go to security and 
meet A, search 
incomplete 
houses, help sick 
A with stomach 
scan, ER Tests, 
Holding her hand 
and falling asleep 
12 (wedding) 

Relived by I, 
10 
(mission), 
sleep, 
return to 
help, watch 
video of Du 
vanish, 
concern 
after 
returning 
from break, 
sleep 
 

 
Explain 
what 
happened 
to A, 
remember 
11 (spar), 
can't find A 
5 (take off), 
security and 
sees I, 1 I 
and Do  

Alex: Two 
modes: 1 a 
methodical 
calculating 
cold-
hearted 
machine, 2: 
an 
existential 
thinker 
over-
whelmed 
with 
emotion, 
but 
disregard 
what others 
think.  
 

 
Checking 
building 
materials, 
defending 
ship with 
outside 
guns, fixing 
damage to 
oxygen 
gen (algae 
pool) and 
ship 
 

 
Pre-landing 
check, 8 Immmr, 
checking on Du, 
deploy habitat 
with sky 
support. 
 

 
Grow 
glass and 
houses, 9 
(jobs),  7 
(building 
dev), 
welcome 
son 2(son 
scan) 
 

 
Move 
bikes up 
to house, 
check 
repairs 
on ship 
oxygen 
gen 
(algae 
pool) 
 

 
Mediate, shower 
scene, get call at 
work from 
planetary about 
Du, bicycle to 
security, meet Do 
and get sec to 
search with bots, 
search ship, hear 
about lost where 
Du disappears, 
falls over and 
throws up blood  
 

Wakes up to 
sounds of 
other 
patient 
leaving, gets 
diagnosis 
from I, 
moved 
home with 
help of Do 
and I, 1 (I 
and Do), 
decide to 
feel, ( 16 
bad 
breakup)  
 

Wakes up 
besides Do, 
feel better 
and shower, 
check on 
build out, 
vanish to IV, 
dream 
about 11 
(spar), 12 
(wedding), 
10 (mission)  
 

Inslee: An 
emotionally 
bereft 
warrior 
searching 
for 
acceptance 
and 
terrified of 
rejection 
 

 
Watching 
over 
vessels, I15 
pod 
daughter, 
arguing 
with 
security 
drones, 
retrieving 
injured to 
medical  
 

 
Check on stored 
vessels, 
captain’s 
address with 
musical 
accompaniment, 
I12 violinist 
daughter, 
watching Do 
and A 17 
(watching 
wedding), fix 
disconnection of 
vessel support 
unit  
 

 
Wake up 
Du 
 

 
Running 
into Do 
and 1 I & 
Do 
memory 
 

 
Decide clothes, 
take over care 
patient with plant 
growth issue, 
check on Do 15 
(vessel dev), help 
diagnose A.  
 

 
Search 
under bed 
for 
something 
she dropped 
with Do 
help, return 
to hospital, 
13 id, 10 
mission, 
convince Do 
into taking 
break, relive 
memories,  
16 (bad 
breakup) 

O1 changes, 
wake up 
with darius 
(life partner 
this time 
around), 
comments 
on love sick 
A and Do, 
security 
office 5 
(take off) 
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Time Third day 
after 

Fourth day 
after 

Fifth day 
after 

Sixth Seventh  Eighth  

Duncan: A 
self-centered 
private prick 
scared of 
showing 
weakness 
 

Trapped in 
a stone 
cell with 
sunlight, 
gassed, d1 
running, 
d6 song 

Bad night 
sleep, 
boredom, 
reassurance, 
d3 small, no 
food or 
water, 
fighting off 
desperation   

No sleep, 
new vision, 
pass out, 
what's real, 
d2 trapped, 
d4 future, 
escape    

Eats and 
drinks, 
meets 
mentor 

First lesson, what you 
visualize happens for 
small things, bigger stuff 
need extra knowledge 
about universe, sun info 
gives info for an hour 
each day, attraction, 
mind read, D7 first date 
with serra 

Fist sun info, 
collapse, 
dragged into 
bed, D8 vision 
session  

Dominic: A 
stubborn 
realist that 
doesn't 
appreciate 
what he has 
and looks for 
external 
validation. 
Well 
balanced 
emotions  
 

Wandering 
around 
maybe 
looking, 
maybe 
not. A 
didn't get 
back last 
night after 
saying she 
was 
running 
late, finds I 
at security. 

Under 
watch, naps 
and 25 I kill, 
3 birthing, 
14 landings, 
19 tyler 
search, O2 
outbreak, 
try shirking 
watch 

Starts 
feeling loss, 
anger, 
hound 
security, 
lose I, 
return 
home, 
breakdown, 
awake in 
med bay, 
robo care 

Depression, 
27 2017 
deaths, 
needs help 
from earth, 
no contact, 
everything 
good 
means 
something 
bad, no 
interest  

Enters memory walk 
through, 28 suicide  

 

Alex: Two 
modes: 1 a 
methodical 
calculating 
cold-hearted 
machine, 2: 
an existential 
thinker over-
whelmed 
with 
emotion, but 
disregard 
what others 
think.  
 

Wake up 
on VI, no 
one will 
take her 
back,  
meets 
recruiter, 
plans 
escape, 22 
wild year 

Gathers 
materials,  
meets 
someone 
willing to 
help, runs 
away, 
makes fire, 
sees plant 
response, 18 
twin 
smuggling, 
20 crystal   

Wakes in  
plant bed, 
tries to 
calm 
enough for 
info, but 
sees 
blackened 
plants, 21 
surrogate, 
tries again, 
24 rehab  

Sleeps with 
glowing 
finger nail 
beds, tries 
more, 
releases 
mediation, 
ankle 
break, 29 
dit retrieval  

Returns bedraggled, 
limping, finds same 
helper, meets leader, 
came because wanted or 
needed to, can't be 
healed by anyone else, 
splinted, reset, sent into 
lucid dream to accept 
new abilities, magic 
works if you know the 
consequences and/or 
really need and want it.   

Awake dream, 
30 I punch, i2 A 
kills, d5 
meaning, m1 
women found, 
pariah on board, 
typhoid mary, 
plant attack, 
defoliation, 
desolation, 
rebirth, wake up 
month later 
healed  

Inslee: An 
emotionally 
bereft 
warrior 
searching for 
acceptance 
and terrified 
of rejection 
 

Wakes up 
alone, 
Darius left 
for work, 
call him 
for 
brunch, 
meet, talk 
with Do 
into going 
to drone 
ceremony, 
diner and 
m7 
prisoner 
dinner  

Start suicide 
watch, O1 
body swap, 
i5 monitor, 
spend time 
together, 
M10 
autopsy, 26 
gene mods, 
kisses 
cheek, 
remember 
kiss, i4 robot  

Give over 
watch, 
return to 
work, sit 
around, 
kidnapped 
to II 

Force feed 
rusted iron 
fillings, 
pass out 
through 
bloody 
cough  

Sees what happened 
over the last day, feels 
like i6 rebirth, magic 
works through thinking 
what should happen 
next, addiction to 
adrenaline, first 
recreation, choke out, 
feeling awesome, i7 high 
jump , I13 rebel daughter  
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Name Flashbacks  Next day  Later Next day 

Duncan: A 
self-centered 
private prick 
scared of 
showing 
weakness 
 

Summons her, 
surpassed her, 
taken to III for 
lesson about II, Du 
sees through 
illusions, acts as 
victim, meets I, D10 
running into I 

A and Do: 
 
A returns home to an 
indifferent Do, O14 
distancing after 
outbreak, they follow 
the usual dinner and 
sleeping routine, the 
next day A confronts 
Do on why he can't 
look at her, reading 
in red boots, Do 
walks out, A talks 
with Darius for an 
idea where Do is at, 
touches the crystal 
without knowing and 
passes out with view 
of IV, shaken awake, 
master crystal shard, 
show Do, Do just 
sees what happened 
to A on IV, hugs her, 
start training for 
attacking security 35 
self defense, attack, 
get unedited vid, find 
which plant Du went 
to, go there and finds 
familiar planet with 
no signs of people,34 
dit meet, return 
home, makeup 

Wake to sirens, 
magic to hallway, 
pull on clothes 
along the way, 
sees who they are 
pushes everyone 
to safety thinking 
security just wants 
to talk, fight them 
before taken 
down 

Duncan: 
I covers the 
escape, du 
scan her 
memory for a 
map, he takes 
her hostage, if 
she breaks 
contact, she 
dies,  go to 
flyer room, 
travel to crystal 
site,  blind I, go 
to VI, enter 
new base loc 
through quick 
sand entrance, 
remove blind 
for a blindfold, 
escort to cell, (I 
thinks about M 
events) sleep, 
Wakes halfway 
through from 
loud sounds, 
she wakes him 
up, checks on I,  
finds her in a 
room with 
three others, 
she wears 
extraction 
glasses,  he 
offers to read 
her thoughts 
and enter 
them, she is 
returned to her 
cell, I gets cure 
she wanted, Du 
holds her hand 
during 
treatment, I 
wants to return 
home, they 
don't allow it. 

He fights for I 
because he 
questions if he 
can leave at any 
time, exiled 
when they try 
escaping 

Dominic: A 
stubborn 
realist that 
doesn't 
appreciate 
what he has 
and looks for 
external 
validation. 
Well 
balanced 
emotions  
 

Falls into 
depression, stops 
caring about 
anything, badgered 
by Security, 31 
death 

Cycling to work, 
ground shakes, 
bike topples, Do 
gets off, invisible I 
appears as surreal 
self 37 make your 
own movie, head 
turned backwards, 
Security .building 
explosion sends 
blast of air, Do 
frozen, I turns 
front, makes Do 
look over her with 
unblinking eyes, 
suffocates him , 
launches 
protection gum 
into burned out 
building 

Aftermath of 
Security 
explosion , 
treating 
everyone 

Alex: Two 
modes: 1 a 
methodical 
calculating 
cold-hearted 
machine, 2: 
an existential 
thinker over-
whelmed 
with 
emotion, but 
disregard 
what others 
think.  
 

Wakes up with 
vision of a seeing 
tree that has a 
message for her, 
treks out, learns 
there is something 
she must do before 
returning to Do, 33 
prayer feel, 
attacked by claws, 
scratched, returns 
by getting plant 
help, heals her self, 
trained by helper, 
kiss because she 
wants something 
simple 

Inslee: 
With Queen when 
Du located on VII, 
strike force travels 
there with flyer 
aircraft, distracts 
Security with fear 
illusions, frees Du 
for their custody, 
blows up building, 
flys away feeling 
tug on wrist and 
faint recognition 
feeling I10 conor, 
shackle Du, get 
sample of his 
blood, self inject, 
remember what 
happened along 
her timeline for 
reference I11 
DMT, tells Queen 
everything except 
how to enter VI 
base, get Du alone 
for blood drain, 
start procedure 
and talk about 
defection 

Plans another 
trip after finding 
where Du was 
captured, takes 
along Do, enters 
base, hide in 
tunnel walls, W1 
waxer vid, rescue 
I, return home 

Inslee: 
 
First hunt, changes to 
standard clothes for 
II, enters eatery, 
finds prey, lures 
away, takes some, 
resist killing with 
difficulty, returns 
home 

(throughout 
merge in I1-I3 
mutiny and M1-
M10 SK) At 
home, they must 
find power over 
people with 
magic, I16 
bookworm, gets 
samples when 
possible, just of 
II, start work, 
find recourse (Do 
remembers 
events of O), She 
kisses Do in 
victory, 
remembers other 
time (O9 body 
swap, 15 body 
dev) 

Inslee: An 
emotionally 
bereft 
warrior 
searching for 
acceptance 
and terrified 
of rejection 
 

Detained for 
protection, I14 
dreamer son, I9 
want change, hurts 
a guard, almost 
kills, saves life, 
taken upstairs, 
meets like person 
Queen, W2 meet 
waxers 
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Name Next day Meeting day Discovery Day Ending Proposer wants 
Apprentice 

Duncan: A self-
centered 
private prick 
scared of 
showing 
weakness 
 

Wanders 
around looking 
for crystal but 
hidden from 
him, finds cave 
amid wander, 
cave of sun 
talkers, takes up 
their practice of 
sun bathing for 
knowledge from 
live sun 

The cave dwellers 
choose Du to 
speak for them, 
he arrives with a 
group from each 
camp 

 His team 
slows down 
time in 
security 
control room 

Come with me 
and you will have 
more power than 
you can imagine 
and everything 
you ever wanted 
(exile wandering) 

Dominic: A 
stubborn realist 
that doesn't 
appreciate what 
he has and 
looks for 
external 
validation. Well 
balanced 
emotions  
 

Discovers 
recording by 
possessed A, 
she says what 
she saw, the 
destruction of 
many planets 
from something 
unkown, shows 
to A, meeting 
will happen 
today or the 
next day 

Turns A's head, 
wipes her eyes, A 
really starts 
crying, other 
people from IV try 
helping, they see 
what she can't 
say, everyone 
comes to her and 
see what happens 
if they don't do 
something but 
what 

A just stands there, 
frozen, tries waking her, 
gets through her with 
evidence that security 
did it, they return 
home, A storms off 

Nothing Your wife and son 
back if you 
destroy the 
wormhole port 
over VII (before 
breakdown) 

Alex: Two 
modes: 1 a 
methodical 
calculating cold-
hearted 
machine, 2: an 
existential 
thinker over-
whelmed with 
emotion, but 
disregard what 
others think.  
 

Has vision in 
dream holding 
crystal, future 
events of the 
end of 
everything they 
know, squeezes 
crystal until 
bleeding, the 
planet of IV 
possesses her, 
for a short time 

Plans to tell 
everyone what 
she remembers 
from the dream, 
info passed over 
time, gets 
possessed right 
before the 
meeting, starts 
weeping without 
realizing  

Takes crystal to IV, find 
a molten world with 
just a few solid areas, 
she has to land and be 
sure, back home she 
tracks down every 
security person and 
tries killing them and 
almost dies escaping 
recourse, makes Do 
promise to spread her 
blood over IV after 
death, she starts with 
blood donations 

Kills everyone 
when illusion 
fails 

Do you want 
happiness, new 
life, clarity, 
transcend 
emotions, infinite 
knowledge, a life 
where you want 
for nothing, 
return home? All 
you have to do is 
wait here for a 
week. (run away 
after arrival). 

Inslee: An 
emotionally 
bereft warrior 
searching for 
acceptance and 
terrified of 
rejection 
 

Not sure about 
what to do, 
should she 
return with 
Queen or try to 
stay 

Meets Qeen, still 
not sure about 
leaving, during 
meeting she 
decides, nothing 
is here for her, 
more meaningful 
than anything on 
II, people just 
understand her 
there, returns 
with Queen, still 
unhappy with 
how things are 

Takes mediation 
cocktail that mimic the 
effects of metal 
infection, they find out, 
pump her with metal 
against her will, 
something she thought 
might happen, found 
some recourse 
(chemical that removes 
power), struggles over 
dosing everyone and 
just doses/murders 
Queen after, becomes 
Queen  

Triggers 
illusion over 
guards in 
hopes to save 
lives but 
illusion 
doesn't work 
long enough, 
confronts 
Douglas, he 
won't listen, 
kills him with 
too much 
brain strain 

Dominic will be 
yours fully and 
completely of his 
freewill if you kill 
the queen. (after 
meeting queen 
for first time) 
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Name Flashbacks         

Duncan: A 
self-centered 
private prick 
scared of 
showing 
weakness 
 

        

Dominic: A 
stubborn 
realist that 
doesn't 
appreciate 
what he has 
and looks for 
external 
validation. 
Well 
balanced 
emotions  
 

        

Alex: Two 
modes: 1 a 
methodical 
calculating 
cold-hearted 
machine, 2: 
an existential 
thinker over-
whelmed 
with 
emotion, but 
disregard 
what others 
think.  
 

        

Inslee: An 
emotionally 
bereft 
warrior 
searching for 
acceptance 
and terrified 
of rejection 
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